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Plantation (41RR5), Bowie County, Texas
Timothy K. Perttula
Introduction
 The E. H. Buchanan site is an ancestral Caddo settlement investigated by B. B. Gardner of The 
University of Texas in July 1930. The site lies between Pond Creek and Salt Well Slough, streams that drain 
into the nearby Red River, and they are not far upstream from the large Caddo mound and village center at 
the Sam Kaufman site (41RR16) (see Skinner et al. 1969; Perttula 2008a) (Figure 1) on Mound Prairie.
Figure 1. Location of the E. H. Buchanan Plantation site (41BW5) in East Texas.
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The University of Texas at Austin, the site lay adjacent to a salt lick on “Buchanan’s upper place,” on a 
natural alluvial mound. The archaeological deposit was ca. 20-25 cm thick, with much charcoal and ash. 
Furthermore, Gardner noted that “there is a spot comprising approximately 1/2 acre on which are literally 
bushels of potsherds, apparently from very large vessels. Unlike most of such places, it is on heavy, 
stiff soil.” The description provided by Gardner strongly suggests that the E. H. Buchanan Plantation 
is another salt-making site near Salt Well Slough, much like the Salt Well Slough site (41RR204) 
(Kenmotsu 2005), 41RR248, 41RR256, and 41RR257 (Perttula 2008b).
Selected Artifacts from the E. H. Buchanan Plantation Site (41RR5)
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fragments, one dark gray chert side scraper, a reddish-dark gray 
chert drill/perforator, and a dark gray chert bilateral expedient 
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collections from the site held by TARL: a decorated spindle whorl 
and an engraved ear spool.
 Both of these ceramic artifacts are made from a shell-
tempered clay; shell-tempered pottery sherds are characteristic 
of post-A.D. 1300 McCurtain phase salt-making sites in the Salt 
Well Slough area (see Kenmotsu 2005). The spindle whorl has 
a central drilled hole that is 8.1 mm in diameter, and the spindle 
whorl itself is 45.5 mm in diameter and 6.4 mm thick. One face 
of the spindle has a series of six broad incised or trailed lines that 
radiate out from the drilled central hole (Figure 2). The other face 
of the spindle whorl is plain.
 The shell-tempered ear spool is 17.2 mm in height, and 
its outer circular face is 21.9 mm in diameter. The outer face 
has been decorated with two concentric circular engraved 
lines (Figure 3). The back end of the ear spool is 16.8 mm in 
diameter.
Summary and Conclusions
 Investigations by B. B. Gardner of the University of Texas 
in 1930 at the E. H. Buchanan Plantation site (41RR5) suggest 
that it is one of the several other known ancestral Caddo salt-
making sites of Late Caddo period age on Salt Well Slough 
in the Mound Prairie area along the Red River. In his work 
he recovered an assortment of bone and stone tools, as well 
as two distinctive shell-tempered ceramic artifacts (described 
in detail herein, see Figures 2 and 3) that are apparently part 
of the material culture assemblage of Caddo salt-makers: an 
incised/trailed spindle whorl and an engraved ear spool.
Figure 2. Spindle whorl sherd from 
the E. H. Buchanan Plantation site 
(41RR5).
Figure 3. The shell-tempered ear 
spool from the E. H. Buchanan 
Plantation (41RR5).
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